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Context – Difficulties

• Requirements classes:
  - low ability to work in teams.
  - little capacity to establish connection between others disciplines within the software engineering.
  - low capacity for reflection and interpretation software solutions needs.
  - difficulty of abstraction between business and solution.
[RQ1] Assessment tools for programming assignments

Stage 1: Execution of the search, resulting in 264 results.
Stage 2: Identifying human-readable digital and papers, 285 papers.
Stage 3: Extracting the title and abstract of the papers, 101 papers.
Stage 4: Extracting the full paper, 49 papers.
Stage 5: Tool validation, 30 tools.
One 90-minute Lecture per Week

One 90-minute Tutorial Session per Week in different sections to accommodate up to

Six Mandatory Assignment Sheets

Mandatory Student Presentations

Mandatory Pool Exercises

Final Exam determines grade